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Star Wars
Thousands of years before Luke Skywalker would destroy the Death Star in that fateful battle above Yavin 4, one lone Padawan would become a fugitive
hunted by his own Masters, charged with murdering every one of his fellow Jedi-in-training! From criminals hiding out in the treacherous undercity of the
planet Taris, to a burly, mysterious droid recovered from the desolate landscape of a cratered moon, Padawan Zayne Carrick will find unexpected allies in
his desperate race to clear his name before the unmerciful authorities enact swift retribution upon him! • Collects Knights of the Old Republic #0-#6. • Set
during the era of the smash-hit video games, Knights of the Old Republic features all-new characters in an action-packed adventure essential to any serious
Star Wars devotee and the perfect introduction for anyone interested in exploring the universe beyond the movies!

Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic Vol. 1--Commencement
Three young cousins, recruited by the Jedis, journey towards their destinies as they are involved in the ancient battle between Lord Hoth and his Jedis and
the Sith Brotherhood of Darkness, led by Lord Kaan.

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The Old Republic
A new direction for fugitive Jedi Zayne Carrick! With his allies by his side - his best friend, Gryph, the mysterious Jarael, and the former Mandalorian
warrior Rohlan - Zayne sets forth on seat-of-your-pants adventures fi lled with ghost ships, renegade droids and high-speed racers! A death-defying shootout on the face of a comet leads right into the heart of one of the galaxy's most cruel organizations - the slave-trading Crucible! Zayne risks his life - and
maybe his sanity - to help Jarael face her dark past, but the consequences could be deadly for his crew! And, as Zayne Carrick's saga draws to a close, he'll
face what may be his most dangerous enemy yet - the demonic Demagol! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC 38-50,
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STAR WARS: KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC - WAR 1-5, MATERIAL FROM STAR WARS TALES 24

Kenobi
More than one thousand years before Luke Skywalker, the galaxy experiences a dark age as an ineffectual Republic abandons entire systems to Sith control.
On her first mission, eighteen-year-old Jedi Kerra Holt has joined a band of Jedi volunteers traveling behind enemy lines. She thinks she is prepared for
anything, but when the mission goes awry and she is left in Sith space without any support, Kerra realizes just how wrong she was . . . But she can't
abandon the mission or the colony that the Jedi came to help! Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Graphic Novels is an
imprint of Spotlight, a division of ABDO.

Star Wars: Knight Errant
Kerra Holt is a new kind of Jedi for a new era of Star Wars! More than one thousand years before Luke Skywalker, the galaxy experiences a dark age as an
ineffectual Republic abandons entire systems to Sith control. On her first mission, eighteen-year-old Jedi Kerra Holt has joined a band of Jedi volunteers
traveling behind enemy lines. She thinks she is prepared for anything, but when the mission goes awry and she is left in Sith space without any support,
Kerra realizes just how wrong she wasBut she can’t abandon the mission or the colony that the Jedi came to help! This Jedi foundling has her work cut out
for her: she is alone, unprepared, without resources, and stuck in a battle between two warring Sith brothers, Lord Odion and Lord Daiman! • Collects the
five-issue miniseries. • Look for Kerra’s continuing story in the Knight Errant prose novel by series writer John Jackson Miller from Del Rey Books!

Star Wars, Knight Errant
The companion to the Star wars exhibition at the Smithsonian's National Air and Space Museum explores the mythology used as the basis for the Star wars
movie trilogy

Betrayal
Engage in a Golden Age Saga - Strategies for fighting and equipment usage - Exclusive maps for every level, from Endar Spire to the climatic final battle Strategies for each character class - Details on every NPC and party member - Complete strategies for the card game Pazaak - Comprehensive item, powerup, and weapon lists - Complete walkthrough from Padawan to Jedi Master - Tips for resisting (or receiving) the dark side! - All puzzle solutions,
minigames, and side quests revealed

Star Wars
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Set between The Fall of the Sith Empire and Dark Lords of the Sith, this 'missing' instalment of Tales of the Jedi provides essential background to George
Lucas's epic Star Wars saga.

Star Trek: Discovery: The Enterprise War
A newly knighted Jedi on her first mission, eighteen-year-old Kerra Holt has joined a band of Jedi volunteers traveling deep behind enemy lines.

Star Wars - the Clone Wars
"The Republic is in crisis. The Sith roam unchecked, vying with one another to dominate the galaxy. But one lone Jedi, Kerra Holt, is determined to take
down the Dark Lords. Her enemies are strange and many: Lord Daiman, who imagines himself the creator of the universe; Lord Odion, who intends to be
its destroyer; the curious siblings Quillan and Dromika; the enigmatic Arkadia. So many warring Sith weaving a patchwork of brutality--with only Kerra
Holt to defend the innocents caught underfoot. Sensing a sinister pattern in the chaos, Kerra embarks on a journey that will take her into fierce battles
against even fiercer enemies. With one against so many, her only chance of success lies with forging alliances among those who serve her
enemies--including a mysterious Sith spy and a clever mercenary general. But will they be her adversaries or her salvation?"--P. [4] of cover.

Star Wars
Witness the rise of the Empire with these two thrilling Star Wars novels--plus exclusive short stories by Melissa Scott, John Jackson Miller, and Jason Fry!
TARKIN "Compelling . . . The villains of Star Wars are as much fun as the good guys."--New York Daily News Under Governor Wilhuff Tarkin's
guidance, an ultimate weapon of unparalleled destruction--the so-called Death Star--moves ever closer to becoming a terrifying reality. Until then,
insurgency remains a genuine threat. Guerrilla attacks by an elusive band of freedom fighters must be countered with swift and brutal action--a mission the
Emperor entrusts to his most formidable agents: Darth Vader, the fearsome new Sith enforcer, and Tarkin, whose tactical cunning and cold-blooded
efficiency will pave the way for the Empire's supremacy--and its enemies' extinction. A NEW DAWN Foreword by Dave Filoni "A story with pacing and
dialogue that feels like classic Star Wars."--Nerdist Ever since the Jedi were marked for death, Kanan Jarrus has devoted himself to staying alive rather than
serving the Force. So when he discovers a conflict brewing between Imperial forces and desperate revolutionaries, he's not about to get caught in the
crossfire. Then the brutal death of a friend forces him to choose between bowing down to fear or standing up to fight. But Jarrus won't be fighting alone.
Soon he is joined by Hera Syndulla--a mysterious agent provocateur with motives of her own--in challenging the Empire for the sake of a world and its
people.

Knight Errant
Offers a detailed, illustrated look at one hundred of the most exotic locales in the Star Wars universe and their strange inhabitants, and includes a time line
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of major events in the saga's history. Original.

Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic Volume 9 - Demon
“The Sith always betray one another. . . . I’m sure you’ll learn that soon enough.” The overthrow of the Republic is complete. The Separatist forces have
been smashed, the Jedi Council nearly decimated, and the rest of the Order all but destroyed. Now absolute power rests in the iron fist of Darth Sidious–the
cunning Sith lord better known as the former Senator, now Emperor, Palpatine. But more remains to be done. Pockets of resistance in the galaxy must still
be defeated and missing Jedi accounted for . . . and dealt with. These crucial tasks fall to the Emperor’s ruthless enforcer, Darth Vader. In turn, the Dark
Lord has groomed a lethal apprentice entrusted with a top-secret mission: to comb the galaxy and dispatch the last of his masters’ enemies, thereby
punctuating the dark side’s victory with the Jedi’s doom. Since childhood, Vader’s nameless agent has known only the cold, mercenary creed of the Sith.
His past is a void; his present, the carrying out of his deadly orders. But his future beckons like a glistening black jewel with the ultimate promise: to stand
beside the only father he has ever known, with the galaxy at their feet. It is a destiny he can realize only by rising to the greatest challenge of his
discipleship: destroying Emperor Palpatine. The apprentice’s journeys will take him across the far reaches of the galaxy, from the Wookiee homeworld of
Kashyyyk to the junkyard planet of Raxus Prime. On these missions, the young Sith acolyte will forge an unlikely alliance with a ruined Jedi Master
seeking redemption and wrestle with forbidden feelings for his beautiful comrade, Juno Eclipse. And he will be tested as never before–by shattering
revelations that strike at the very heart of all he believes and stir within him long-forgotten hopes of reclaiming his name . . . and changing his destiny.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the
most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Jedi Vs. Sith
Jedi Knight Kerra Holt is deep in Sith territory, hoping to find the truth about her missing parents, and prevent a dangerous relic from falling into the wrong
hands.

William Shakespeare's Star Wars
Sith Lord Odion and his army arrive at Chelloa prepared to take over the mining planet, but upon arriving, Odion finds a terrible surprise from his brother,
Lord Daiman. World-devastating war is inescapable, but Jedi Kerra Holt knows that when all hope is lost, that is when the Jedi are needed the most.

Aflame
You are the Republic's only hope . . . or biggest threat. ·Detailed stats, equipment, and ability descriptions for all party members ·Covers all main allies and
foes ·Exhaustive Jedi Mastery helps you master each Jedi class ·Detailed maps for every planet and location ·Construct the ultimate weapon and armor kits
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with our expert workbench tips ·All Secret Powers unearthed! ·All Jedi Party Members Revealed! ·The best ranged and melee weapons combat tested and
approved!

Adventure Time: Marceline Gone Adrift #1
A newly knighted Jedi on her first mission, eighteen-year-old Kerra Holt has joined a band of Jedi volunteers traveling deep behind enemy lines.

Star Wars Omnibus
A prequel to the upcoming multi-player online game follows a smuggler's discovery of a rich treasure that sparks a competition involving the Republic, the
Empire, the Hutts and the Jedi High Council, all of whom are manipulated by an enigmatic spy. Video game tie-in.

The Force Unleashed: Star Wars Legends
Eighteen-year-old Kerra Holt, a Jedi Knight on her first mission, is left deep in Sith space without any support or resources and realizes how unprepared she
is, but will not abandon the Jedi's mission to help the colony.

Prey: Book Two: The Jackal's Trick
Following an ambush by the Jedis, Sith Yaru Korsin fights a mutiny led by his own brother, leaving him no choice but to flee with the remaining loyal Siths
to the outskirts of an unknown planet where they face plagues and predators.

Dragon Age: Deception
This is the era of Luke Skywalker's legacy: the Jedi Master has unified the order into a cohesive group of powerful Jedi Knights. However, as this era
begins, planetary interests threaten to disrupt this time of relative peace and Luke is plagued by visions of an approaching darkness. Melding the galaxy into
one cohesive political whole after the savage war with the Yuuzhan Vong is not the easiest task, and already some worlds are chafing under the demands of
the new government. Civil war may be brewing, and the Skywalker-Solo clan find that they might not all be on the same side. Meanwhile, evil is rising
again--out of the best intentions--and it looks like the legacy of the Skywalkers may come full circle

Star Wars: Knight Errant vol. 2 Deluge
Exiled to Tatooine, Obi-Wan Kenobi works to hide his Jedi powers and establish an alternate identity for himself as an eccentric hermit while protecting an
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infant Luke Skywalker and aiding the residents of Tatooine.

Mass Effect
The Republic and the Mandalorians are at war, and some of the Jedi are joining the fight! One Jedi, peace-loving Zayne Carrick, has found himself on the
front lines against his wishes—he’s been drafted . . . And when Zayne is captured by the Mandalorians while storming beaches with his fellow Republic
troops, he suddenly is forced not only to fight, but to fight alongside the enemy! Collects Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic—War #1–#5. * The perfect
entry point into the Star Wars galaxy!

Lost Tribe of the Sith
Alone, deep behind enemy lines, Jedi Knight Kerra Holt has a new plan—liberate her homeworld from the Sith! But when her arrival on the planet coincides
with an ambush from a Hutt mastermind, her daring rescue quickly starts looking like a suicide mission. Knight Errant: Deluge is the sequel to John
Jackson Miller's New York Times bestseller! Collects the five-issue miniseries.

Knights of the Old Republic
Dr. Kiara T'Soni embarks on a dangerous mission to solve the mystery of her companion Commander Shepard's disappearance.

Knight Errant
You know himyou love himnow, join him for his biggest caper as master of charm Lando Calrissian gets his very own book! Before he joined the rebellion,
before he ran Cloud City, Lando made his way in the galaxy getting by on some swindles, some swagger, and a smile. Lobot at his side, Lando has a plan to
steal a very valuable shipbut has he bitten off more than he can chew? Writer Charles Soule (DEATH OF WOLVERINE, INHUMAN, SHE-HULK) and
artist Alex Maleev (DAREDEVIL, SPIDER-WOMAN, MOON KNIGHT) bring us the tale of a scoundrel in his natural element--trouble! COLLECTING:
STAR WARS: LANDO 1-5

Star Wars
An original adventure featuring Jedi Kerra Holt—star of the hot new Dark Horse Knight Errant comic series A thousand years before Luke Skywalker, a
generation before Darth Bane, in a galaxy far, far away . . . The Republic is in crisis. The Sith roam unchecked, vying with one another to dominate the
galaxy. But one lone Jedi, Kerra Holt, is determined to take down the Dark Lords. Her enemies are strange and many: Lord Daiman, who imagines himself
the creator of the universe; Lord Odion, who intends to be its destroyer; the curious siblings Quillan and Dromika; the enigmatic Arkadia. So many warring
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Sith weaving a patchwork of brutality—with only Kerra Holt to defend the innocents caught underfoot. Sensing a sinister pattern in the chaos, Kerra embarks
on a journey that will take her into fierce battles against even fiercer enemies. With one against so many, her only chance of success lies with forging
alliances among those who serve her enemies—including a mysterious Sith spy and a clever mercenary general. But will they be her adversaries or her
salvation? Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!

Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic Volume 10—War
An all-new novel based upon the explosive Star Trek TV series! A shattered ship, a divided crew—trapped in the infernal nightmare of conflict! Hearing of
the outbreak of hostilities between the United Federation of Planets and the Klingon Empire, Captain Christopher Pike attempts to bring the USS Enterprise
home to join in the fight. But in the hellish nebula known as the Pergamum, the stalwart commander instead finds an epic battle of his own, pitting ancient
enemies against one another—with not just the Enterprise, but her crew as the spoils of war. Lost and out of contact with Earth for an entire year, Pike and
his trusted first officer, Number One, struggle to find and reunite the ship’s crew—all while Science Officer Spock confronts a mystery that puts even his
exceptional skills to the test…with more than their own survival possibly riding on the outcome…

Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete
with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return once more to a galaxy far, far away
with this sublime retelling of George Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith)
lord, of a beautiful princess held captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest plays.
Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars
and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan
version of the Star Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is the book you’re looking for.

Star Wars
Includes listings and prices for nearly 145,000 comic books.

Star Wars: The Rise of the Empire
Marceline is on a rampage for mysterious reasons, and the kingdom of Ooo is desperately scrambling to stop her. In trying to save both Ooo and Marceline
herself, Princess Bubblegum accidentally propels Marceline into the farthest reaches of space and strips her of her powers! Guilt-ridden, Princess
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Bubblegum sets off on a space rescue that'll test the power of her mindas well as the power of friendship.

Star Wars, the Old Republic
Daze of hate, knights of suffering! Fugitive Zayne Carrick joins forces with the Jedi Masters who killed his fellow Padawan in a bid to save the galaxy from
the Mandalorians! But will the megalomaniac Lord Adasca outmaneuver them all? Then, in a story that reverberates across every era of Star Wars, the
clandestine Jedi Covenant is rocked by a terrifying vision of the far future - and one of its Shadows, Celeste Morne, faces the monstrous task of recovering
an ancient Sith artifact! But will Zayne Carrick achieve vindication at last, clear his name and end his days as a renegade? Plus: the ultimate guide to the
state of the galaxy 4,000 years before the rise of the Empire! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC #19-37, STAR WARS:
KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC HANDBOOK.

Star Wars Vol. 10
BioWare's bestselling fantasy franchise lives on in these canonical comics from Dark Horse! Olivia Pryde hasn't worked an honest day in years. Once an
actress, she now lives by the con, and has come to Tevinter with a new target: Calix Qintara, the heir to a wealthy house. Once she approaches the young
man, she quickly realizes that he is not exactly who he says he is--and she may be in too deep. This version collects Dragon Age: Deception #1-#3.

Star Wars - Knight Errant
Vaea, an elven squire, and her knight, the drunken Ser Aaron Hawthorne, arrive in Kirkwall just in time for Varric Tethras' appointment as Viscount. A
talented thief, Vaea skips the party to take on an easy job recovering a hidden lock box but when she chooses to change the terms of the deal mid-heist, she
is entangled in a dangerous mission that is surely above her pay grade.

Star Wars: Knight Errant—Aflame
Zayne and his con-artist partner Gryph are finally learning the truth about their fierce friend Jarael and the strange Mandalorian deserter Rohlan. Deception
has been company to the foursome since Zayne's life as a fugitive banded them together. As they have adventured across the galaxy, light has shone on each
of their pasts. Yet for one of Zayne's companions, a resurfacing past brings deadly peril -- and he'll have to call in every favor he can if he hopes to save the
day! * Collects issues #47-#50 of Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic. * From Mass Effect: Redemption co-writer John Jackson Miller! "The Star Wars
universe has never looked so good." -Wizard magazine

Knight Errant: Star Wars Legends
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Free from the false charges against him, former Padawan Zayne Carrick discovers that one of his allies, Jarael, has been running from her past. Soon Zayne
is caught in a web of sport dueling, slavery, an evil twin, an ancient society, and finally, the frontline of the Mandalorian Wars.

Star Wars
The Jedi Council battles smugglers in the Stark Hyperspace War in an attempt to disrupt the criminals monopoly over the marketing of the healing agent,
bacta, and find themselves also up against another secret alliance bent on war.

Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic II
"Based on Star Trek and Star Trek: the Next Generation created by Gene Roddenberry."

The Standard Catalog of Comic Books
Collects Star Wars (2015) #56-61. You can escape the horror of the galaxy — but only for a while. In the wake of disaster, our heroes are on the run from a
resurgent Galactic Empire. Unable to escape the patrols, they find themselves trapped on a distant world. But where have they been abandoned? And how
can they possibly survive? While the rebels try to figure out their situation, romance might be in the air between Luke Skywalker and Tula — and also
between Han Solo and Princess Leia! But there’s little time for emotions for the stranded rebels — not when enormous, ravenous monsters are on the loose!
And not when their hideaway turns out to not be so secret after all and old foes close in!

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection
"Darth Maul and his brother Savage Opress are loose in the galaxy. The Jedi Council sends a task force of Jedi to bring them to justice"--Provided by
publisher.
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